
Preview for coming
Season 2020/21

Our theme for the year will be:



“It is an illusion that photos are made with a camera …
They are made with the eye, heart and head.”

HENRI CARTIER-BRESSON

Photography as Art

Introduction by Peter Cox



On Black Ops by Les Bentley (featuring David Proctor)



Snow Walker



Sewage Surfer



Preview  
Competition subjects season 2020/2021

The subjects have been chosen with the theme for the 
year in mind.

There will be workshops and presentations to help 
develop ideas and skills.

As this year, six competitions: Three print, three digital 
and one exhibition

All images used from ‘Pinterest’



BLACK & WHITE LANDSCAPE

Black and white is understood to be 
representative of Art (we are so accustomed 
to seeing colour).  

A great way to kick off our competitions in 
the year of ‘Photography as art’ 

Any type of ‘Scape… land, sea or city.









DREAMING

The image should relate to the concept of 
dreams or dreaming. For example a 
dreamlike scene, a portrait of someone asleep 
or daydreaming , a nightmare scene etc.









Forests and Woodlands

An image of forest or woodland at any time 
of year.

It could be anything containing trees, leaves, 
moss, lichens etc. 

Any viewpoint from a wide vista to a macro 
shot









MY CREATION
Visualise an image and then create it!

Any subject but the main element should be 
assembled by you and shot or created using 
your images in post processing.

Any scene (with or without people):

Studio set up, still life, outdoor scene etc. stretch 
your imagination…the possibilities are endless!









STREET

Looking for candid photographs featuring 
chance encounters and random incidents 
within public spaces often capturing ‘decisive 
moment’









CURVES , PATTERNS & LINES

Images could be abstract, architectural or 
from the natural world. Look for strong lines 
within a scene and other types of image from 
a wide scene to macro









EXHIBITION

Towards the end of the season our exhibition 
will showcase your favourite images from the 
year demonstrating skills and techniques 
developed over the year from workshops and 
competitions etc. Final details TBC


